
• To access hyperlinks click within the blue word and hit return. Just let us know if any don’t work!   

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) Home learning activities – Early Level 

CFE Experience and Outcome Activity Resources 

I have helped to grow plants and 

can name their basic parts. I can 

talk about how they grow and 

what I need to do to look after 

them.       

  SCN 0-03 

Plant some seeds and watch them 

grow. Keep a diary on what happens 

every day and how you have helped 

your plant grow.  

 

Paper, pencil, camera (optional), seed (apple 

seed from core would suffice), mud, water, 

yoghurt pot. 

I enjoy working exploring and 

working with foods in different 

contexts TCH 0-04a  

What happens if you mix oil and water 

together?  

 

Water, vegetable oil, see-through glass  

 

I enjoy investigating objects and 

shapes and can sort, describe and 

be create with them MTH 0-16a  

Go on a shape hunt. Which is the most 

common shape found within your 

house?  

 

Paper, pen  

I can explore digital technologies 

and use what I learn to solve 

problems and share ideas and 

thoughts TCH 0-01a 

Using a stop motion app (I suggest “Stop 

motion Studio” but any app will be fine) 

and using a few different objects or toys, 

create a stop motion movie.  

 

Tablet/Smart phone, Stop motion app, toys  

By investigating how water can 

change from one form to another, 

I can relate my findings to 

everyday experiences.                           

SCN 0-05a 

What happens if you mix corn-starch 

and water? Try it out and see! Is it a solid 

or a liquid?  

 

Corn-starch, water, bowl  

I know how to stay safe when 

using electricity. I have helped to 

make a display to show the 

importance of electricity in our 

daily lives.                                                                     

Do batteries really power the world? Go 

on a scavenger hunt around the house 

to find things powered by batteries.  

 

Camera, paper, pencil  



                                                                        

SCN 0-09a 

I have experienced, used and 

described a wide range of toys 

and common appliances. I can 

say ‘what makes it go’ and say 

what they do when they work.                                                     

SCN 0-04a 

Find six things that are held together 

with screws. Pick one and use a 

screwdriver to look inside.  

 

Screwdriver 

Through creative play, I explore 

different materials and can share 

my reasoning for selecting 

materials for different purposes.                               

SCN 0-15a 

Make your own playdough!  

 

Plain flour, salt, water, food colouring optional  

Through creative play, I explore 

different materials and can share 

my reasoning for selecting 

materials for different purposes.                               

SCN 0-15a 

 

I have observed living things in the 

environment over time and am 

becoming aware of how they 

depend on each other.                        

SCN 0-01a 

Make home made bird seed and watch 

the birds every day as they come to visit.  

• Good quality bird seed 

• Raisins 

• Peanuts 

• Grated cheese 

• Suet or lard 

• Yoghurt pots 

• String 

• Mixing bowl 

• Scissors 

 

Through everyday experiences 

and play with a variety of toys and 

other objects, I can recognise 

simple types of forces and 

describe their effects.                                                     

                                                                       

SCN 0-07a 

Sort your toys into different categories 

and ways you play with them. 

Categories can include: “push” “pull”, 

“requires batteries”, “doesn’t require 

batteries”  

Toys from home  

By investigating how water can 

change from one form to another, 

Investigate the properties of water – 

what happens if I put water in the 

Water, Freezer  



I can relate my findings to 

everyday experiences.            SCN 

0-05a 

freezer? What happens if I leave ice out 

for a little while? 

 

By investigating how water can 

change from one form to another, 

I can relate my findings to 

everyday experiences.             SCN 

0-05a 

Ice sculptures – collect flowers and 

leaves in your garden and create your 

own ice sculpture  

Water, freezer, bowl, leaves, flowers   

I have experienced the wonder of 

looking at the vastness of the sky, 

and can recognise the sun, moon 

and stars and link them to daily 

patterns of life.                                                              

SCN 0-06a 

Go outside in your garden at night and 

look at the night sky. Keep a diary of 

how the moon changes over a week.  

 

Paper, Pencil  

Through play, I have explored a 

variety of ways of making sounds.                                            

SCN 0-11a  

Make your own musical instrument using 

a tub and some rice or beans 

Plastic Tub, Rice/beans 

Through creative play, I explore 

different materials and can share 

my reasoning for selecting 

materials for different purposes.                               

SCN 0-15a 

Make a waterproof pirate ship which 

floats. What is the best material to use?  

Tinfoil, paper, cardboard, cocktail sticks,  

 

I have observed living things in the 

environment over time and am 

becoming aware of how they 

depend on each other.                               

SCN 0-01a 

Make a wormery  

 

Tub, mud  

I explore ways to design and 

construct models  

TCH 0-09a  

Visit “kidsinventstuff” and watch their 

monthly challenge. Submit your entry to 

be entered into the monthly 

competition.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I enjoy working exploring and 

working with foods in different 

contexts TCH 0-04a 

Biscuit Dunking experiment  Biscuit dunking experiment resources here 

Junior results page 

 

I can explore digital technologies 

and use what I learn to solve 

problems and share ideas and 

thoughts TCH 0-01a 

Coding through an online beebot game 

or download the Bee-bot app from the 

App store  

https://www.terrapinlogo.com/emu/beebot.html 

I can identify my senses and use 

them to explore the world around 

me.                                 SCN 0-12a 

Memory Masters Experiment  Resources here  

I can identify my senses and use 

them to explore the world around 

me.                                 SCN 0-12a 

Multitasking Mayhem experiment  Resources here 

Activity sheet   

I can identify my senses and use 

them to explore the world around 

me.                                 SCN 0-12a 

Finding Faces  Resources here  

Examples  

I explore ways to design and 

construct models TCH 0-09a 

Rubber Band Cannons  Resource here  

   

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EZUgeZ8ZqRdEoQeO9tvhrGABVUxcYk62rj7WXSMOvAe7aA?e=taqH5P
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/ERceAodbIgVKl-N1Kre9BW4BMFJa20J2Z5PAkIB7yEqnkA?e=WD0Qyp
https://www.terrapinlogo.com/emu/beebot.html
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EUhuFP4GRRNBqzeNZSVDqmEBDVunY8p5ZTPTcPqyOEKkCQ?e=XALYE9
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EQZ7DjQRSjhOls9hQ99ZCzkB8HfUO5epmnpl1xBapgut7g?e=LO7hS5
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EVTmt7spWm1KlgJ5UAYJIbUBIgPOWOVruj1XTrUC_XIaJw?e=3aUmLG
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/Ee8ZJpfygiJGrkJhdDxR5CwB5EdONQoZguQ1MMaQehsoJw?e=geEc89
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EUtBe0Ni3KpJlscKsgThfMcBomFl1tr--77l8TDbbCmoGw?e=6zFonc
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/Eamt2vvoGYVLonysJKOjqwcBhdN2U5A0Sh-t8Oq6x1yILA?e=R6SMjl


STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths)  Home learning Activities – First Level 
 

CFE experience and 

outcome 

Activity Resources 

I can explore and 

experiment with digital 

technologies and can use 

what I learn to support 

and enhance my learning 

in different contexts TCH 

1-01a  

Using a stop motion app (I suggest “Stop 

motion Studio” but any app will be fine) 

and using a few different objects or toys, 

create a stop motion movie.  

 

Ipad or Smart phone,  

Toys/objects from home  

I can recognise a variety 

of materials and suggest 

appropriate material for a 

specific use TCH 1-10a 

Build some famous landmarks out of 

Lego – how much blocks did you use in 

total?  

 

Lego  

I can make and test 

predictions about solids 

dissolving in water and 

can relate my findings to 

the world around me.                   

SCN 1-16a 

Make your own bath bomb  

 

Citric acid  

Bicarb of sofa  

Dried herbs  

 

Instructions here  

Through exploring 

properties and sources of 

materials, I can choose 

appropriate materials to 

solve practical 

challenges.               SCN 

1-15a 

Make your own lava lamp  

 

Vegetable oil  

Water  

Vitamin C tablet 

Food colour (optional)  

Suitable container – plastic bottle  

 

Instructions here 

I can recognise a variety 

of materials and suggest 

appropriate material for a 

specific use TCH 1-10a 

Make a boat that can really float – how 

much weight can it hold?  

 

Recyclable materials  

Suitable weights  

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/Ebin2V6uI8VKpXqiJmbai3kBljYYIw2ZbW8UrY_Bc_gt6A?e=LXOYEq
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EY-FNOCNCxpGh2EN6bm3tGEBHwG4y27FxAqTW2s-MF6svA?e=nW0E2j


I can recognise a variety 

of materials and suggest 

appropriate material for a 

specific use TCH 1-10a 

I can use a range of tools 

and equipment when 

working with textiles TCH 

1-04b  

I am developing and 

using problem solving 

strategies to meet 

challenges with a food or 

textile focus TCH 1-04v 

Build a car or house entirely out of edible 

materials. Consider having an edible car 

race.  

 

Appropriate materials – dependent on what 

the kids have at hom  

I explore and discover 

engineering disciplines 

and can create solutions 

TCH 1-12a  

Take apart a click-to-write pen to see if 

you can get a closer look at the 

mechanisms that make it work.  

 

Click to write pen.  

I can recognise a variety 

of materials and suggest 

appropriate material for a 

specific use TCH 1-10a 

Using only paper or index cards, design a 

tall tower that can support an object. 

What object will you try to support?  

 

Paper or index card 

 

Object for weight  

By investigating forces on 

toys and other objects, I 

can predict the effect on 

the shape or motion of 

objects.                                                              

SCN 1-07a 

Create a bubble blower  Bubble solution*  

Straw 

Plastic bottle  

Fruit netting  

Cellotape or elastic band  

 

Resource  

I can help to design 

experiments to find out what 

plants need in order to grow 

and develop. I can observe 

and record my findings and 

Investigate what would happen if you 

planted some seeds and kept the pot in 

the dark. What would happen if you 

kept another pot in the fridge? Keep a 

Seeds (from apple core is fine)  

Yoghurt pot 

Mud 

Paper pencil   

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EYppjNfr73lHjE35fviCQjQBmfcGyI-mCmsJ2Ktemk5WSg?e=fvPPtE


from what I have learned I 

can grow healthy plants in 

school.                                 

                                                                         

SCN 1-03a 

diary of what happens to your plant 

daily.  

 

I can help to design 

experiments to find out what 

plants need in order to grow 

and develop. I can observe 

and record my findings and 

from what I have learned I 

can grow healthy plants in 

school.                                 

                                                                         

SCN 1-03a 

Can you grow a plant which you can 

eventually use to cook with?  

 

Seeds (from apple core is fine)  

Yoghurt pot 

Mud 

Paper pencil   

By investigating how 

water can change from 

one form to another, I can 

relate my findings to 

everyday experiences.                                                   

SCN 1-05a 

Investigate with water. How long does 

water need to be in the freezer for 

before it becomes a solid? Would 

adding salt to the water change the 

results?  

 

Water  

Clock 

Salt 

Suitable container  

Freezer  

By investigating how 

water can change from 

one form to another, I can 

relate my findings to 

everyday experiences.                                                   

SCN 1-05a 

Make an water and flower sculpture  Example (beautiful coloured flowers frozen in 

time) 

By safely observing and 

recording the sun and 

moon at various times, I 

can describe their 

patterns of movement 

and changes over time. I 

Using an I-pad or notebook, keep a diary 

on how the moon changes every night. 

Does it move position? Does it change 

shape?  

 

Ipad 

Notebook  

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EeYVXzsp2bRPr0WOL6Ix_i8BOnpwbc06nNJvDNzlm9js9Q?e=VDLPEW


can relate these to the 

length of a day, a month 

and a year.   SCN 1-06a 

By exploring the forces 

exerted by magnets on 

other magnets and 

magnetic materials, I can 

contribute to the design 

of a game.                                    

SCN 1-08a 

Create a game using magnets.  

 

Magnet  

Suitable recyclable materials  

By researching, I can 

describe the position and 

function of the skeleton 

and major organs of the 

human body and discuss 

what I need to do to keep 

them healthy.                                             

SCN 1-12a 

Make a model of the human skeleton 

and body using only edible materials.  

 

Suitable edible materials at home – kids can 

be creative  

I have explored my senses 

and can discuss their 

reliability and limitations in 

responding to the 

environment.                                         

SCN 1-12b 

Investigate your senses through: blind 

taste tests, blind-fold games, blind-fold 

drawing, optical illusions.  

 

Optical illusions PPT  

Scarf  

Senses Resources   

I can make and test 

predictions about solids 

dissolving in water and 

can relate my findings to 

the world around me.                   

SCN 1-16a 

Investigate how solids dissolve in water 

using things you may find in your kitchen 

cupboard. Which solids dissolve the 

best? Does it change by adding heat or 

stirring?  

 

Water  

Powders to dissolve – sugar, salt, gravy 

granules, coffee.  

 

 

I can distinguish between 

living and non-living 

things. I can sort living 

Make a wormery  

 

Mud  

Suitable container  

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EoCilzdnOBJPt_2G_TEqPeMBONn1Ova92Txp_nd6akp24A?e=mWsjDt


things into groups and 

explain my decisions.                                                                  

SCN 1-01a 

I can design and 

construct models and 

explain my solutions TCH 

1-09a 

Visit “kidsinventstuff” and watch their 

monthly challenge. Submit your entry to 

be entered into the monthly 

competition.  

 

 

Through exploring 

properties and sources of 

materials, I can choose 

appropriate materials to 

solve practical 

challenges.               SCN 

1-15a 

Make your own playdough and write a 

recipe for it.  

 

Plain flour, salt, water, food colouring optional  

 

 

I have explored my senses 

and can discuss their 

reliability and limitations in 

responding to the 

environment.                                         

SCN 1-12b 

Memory Masters Experiment https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com 

/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk 

/_layouts/15/undefined 

I have explored my senses 

and can discuss their 

reliability and limitations in 

responding to the 

environment.                                         

SCN 1-12b 

Multitasking Mayhem experiment https://www.rigb.org/families/experimental/multitasking-
mayhem 

Through exploring 

properties and sources of 

materials, I can choose 

appropriate materials to 

solve practical 

Rubber Band Cannons Google ‘rubber band cannon’ – Huffington post has a good 
how to guide. 

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/
https://www.rigb.org/families/experimental/multitasking-mayhem
https://www.rigb.org/families/experimental/multitasking-mayhem
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/Eamt2vvoGYVLonysJKOjqwcBhdN2U5A0Sh-t8Oq6x1yILA?e=R6SMjl


challenges.               SCN 

1-15a 

Through exploring 

properties and sources of 

materials, I can choose 

appropriate materials to 

solve practical 

challenges.               SCN 

1-15a 

Biscuit Dunking experiment Biscuit dunking experiment: 
https://fun-science.org.uk/bigexperiment/ 

Various  I am an engineer booklet  

I am a scientist booklet  

https://imanengineer.org.uk/I 
https://imascientist.org.uk/ 

I understand the 

instructions of a visual 

programming language 

and can predict the 

outcome of a program 

written using the 

language TCH1-14a  

Coding: take Moana on a journey with this 

fun, Disney themed coding activity:  

 

https://partners.disney.com/hour-of-code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fun-science.org.uk/bigexperiment/
https://imanengineer.org.uk/I
https://imascientist.org.uk/
https://partners.disney.com/hour-of-code


STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) home learning activities – Second Level 
 

CFE experience and 

outcome 

Activity Resources 

I can use my knowledge of 

the interactions and energy 

flow between plants and 

animals in ecosystems, 

food chains and webs. I 

have contributed to the 

design or conservation of a 

wildlife area.                                                                                                                   

SCN 2-02a 

Using a stop motion app (I suggest “Stop motion Studio” but 

any app will be fine) and using a few different objects or 

toys, create a stop motion movie. Base it around a particular 

ecosystem – artic, desert, rainforest etc.  

 

Ipad or Smart phone,  

Toys/objects from home 

I can recognise basic 

properties and uses for a 

variety of materials and 

can discuss which ones are 

most suitable for a given 

task TCH 2-10a  

Research some famous landmarks and look at their structure. 

Can you replicate this using Lego? Is there another material 

which would work better than Lego?  

 

Lego  

I have collaborated in 

activities which safely 

demonstrate simple 

chemical reactions using 

everyday chemicals. I can 

show an appreciation of a 

chemical reaction as being 

a change in which different 

materials are made                                                                               

SCN 2-19a 

Make your own bath bomb 

 

Citric acid  

Bicarb of sofa  

Dried herbs  

 

 

I have collaborated in 

activities which safely 

demonstrate simple 

Make your own lava lamp  

 

Vegetable oil  

Water  

Vitamin C tablet 



chemical reactions using 

everyday chemicals. I can 

show an appreciation of a 

chemical reaction as being 

a change in which different 

materials are made                                                                               

SCN 2-19a 

Food colour (optional)  

Suitable container – 

plastic bottle  

 

 

I have collaborated in 

activities which safely 

demonstrate simple 

chemical reactions using 

everyday chemicals. I can 

show an appreciation of a 

chemical reaction as being 

a change in which different 

materials are made                                                                               

SCN 2-19a 

Build a model volcano. Can you make it erupt?  

 

Recyclable materials  

Bicarb soda  

Vinegar  

 

By investigating floating 

and sinking of objects in 

water, I can apply my 

understanding of 

buoyancy to solve a 

practical challenge.                                                                       

SCN 2-08b 

Make a boat that can really float – how much weight can it 

hold?  

 

Recyclable materials  

Suitable weights – 

pennies ? 

Through research and 

discussion I have an 

appreciation of the 

contribution that individuals 

are making to scientific 

discovery and invention 

and the impact this has 

made on society.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

SCN 2-20a 

Research some famous scientists and make a leaflet or 

poster showcasing their achievements  

 

Internet access  

Paper  



I can apply my knowledge 

of how water changes 

state to help me 

understand the processes 

involved in the water cycle 

in nature over time.                                                           

SCN 2-05a 

Experiment with freezing different mixtures of water and salt. 

What do you notice about the amount of salt and the time it 

takes to freeze?  

 

Water  

Salt  

Freezer 

Suitable container  

I consider the impact that 

layout and presentation will 

have and can combine 

lettering, graphics, and 

other features to engage 

my reader LIT 2-24a  

Louis Braille wanted to make reading easier for other blind 

people, so he created a code using raised dots. Can you 

write a message in Braille? 

 

Internet access to look 

up Braille alphabet  

Paper  

Pencil  

 

I can identify and classify 

examples of living things, 

past and present, to help 

me appreciate their 

diversity. I can relate 

physical and behavioural 

characteristics to their 

survival or extinction.                                                                                                                        

SCN 2-01a 

Find the definition to the word “evolution”. Can you find 

examples of animals or plants which have evolved over time 

to adapt to their surroundings? Create a PPT  

Internet and computer 

access  

By observing and researching 

features of our solar system, I 

can use simple models to 

communicate my 

understanding of size, scale, 

time and relative motion within 

it.    

SCN 2-06a 

Research the solar system and make a PPT with one slide per 

planet. Make a model of the solar system – consider size and 

scale of the planets. 

 

Recyclable materials  

Internet and computer 

access  

By investigating floating 

and sinking of objects in 

water, I can apply my 

Gather a few objects in your house, and investigate floating 

and sinking. Does the shape or weight of the object 

influence whether it floats or not?  

Water 

Suitable container – bath, 

tub  



understanding of 

buoyancy to solve a 

practical challenge.                                                                       

SCN 2-08b 

 Objects  

Through research and 

discussion I have an 

appreciation of the 

contribution that individuals 

are making to scientific 

discovery and invention 

and the impact this has 

made on society.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

SCN 2-20a 

Research various STEM careers. Create a leaflet about your 

chosen career to share 

Internet access 

Paper  

I can recognise basic 

properties and uses for a 

variety of materials and 

can discuss which ones are 

most suitable for a given 

task TCH 2-10a  

Rubber Band Cannons Resource here 

Problem solving activity  Make a structure that would protect a raw egg from falling 

without breaking from a height of 1 metre.  

 

Raw egg 

Materials around the 

house  

Problem solving activity  Can you cut a piece of paper so that you can fit your whole 

body through it without ripping?  

 

Paper  

I can extend and enhance 

my design skills to solve 

problems and can 

construct models TCH 2-

09a 

Experiment with paper aeroplane designs. Which one is best 

and flies the furthest?  

 

Paper  

I can extend and enhance 

my design skills to solve 

Visit the website “kids invent stuff” and watch their monthly 

challenge. Submit your entry to be entered into the monthly 

Recyclable materials  

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/Eamt2vvoGYVLonysJKOjqwcBhdN2U5A0Sh-t8Oq6x1yILA?e=R6SMjl


problems and can 

construct models TCH 2-

09a  

competition. Can you make your design 3D using recyclable 

materials? 

 

By contributing to 

investigations into familiar 

changes in substances to 

produce other substances, 

I can describe how their 

characteristics have 

changed.                               

SCN 2-15a 

Biscuit Dunking experiment Biscuit dunking experiment 

resources here 

Senior results page  

Various  I am an engineer booklet  

I am a scientist booklet 

I am an engineer booklets  

I am a scientist booklets 

By exploring reflections, the 

formation of shadows and 

the mixing of coloured 

lights, I can use my 

knowledge of the 

properties of light to show 

how it can be used in a 

creative way.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

SCN 2-11b 

Shadow Drawing  Resources found here  

I understand the operation 

of a process and its 

outcome. I can structure 

related items of information 

TCH 2-13a 

• An hour of code: Minecraft designer  

 

https://studio.code.or

g/s/minecraft/stage/1

/puzzle/1 

 

Various  Listen to this weekly science podcast: https://www.funkidsliv

e.com/podcast/the-

fun-kids-science-

weekly/ 

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EZUgeZ8ZqRdEoQeO9tvhrGABVUxcYk62rj7WXSMOvAe7aA?e=taqH5P
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EZUgeZ8ZqRdEoQeO9tvhrGABVUxcYk62rj7WXSMOvAe7aA?e=taqH5P
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/ESw6s0x5oP1IkH3oTjaQ0ZYBqRS3nO-dbZH4ysLh87lNPg?e=whgQ0r
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EcfORQbRorxJkzPvzdL5JRsB3DbY_2XNR2CuqWhGQvFAXQ?e=7vx50I
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EYPjRjYnjYZDnrZd1bHJ6-EBlvrqsQOqsCUgZ2jVn9j-HA?e=lRQ126
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EszASKIksPJHqQZtdmCqRygBiueAQ8Mgy-hoRe1khSbPeg?e=7RLSbA
https://studio.code.org/s/minecraft/stage/1/puzzle/1
https://studio.code.org/s/minecraft/stage/1/puzzle/1
https://studio.code.org/s/minecraft/stage/1/puzzle/1
https://www.funkidslive.com/podcast/the-fun-kids-science-weekly/
https://www.funkidslive.com/podcast/the-fun-kids-science-weekly/
https://www.funkidslive.com/podcast/the-fun-kids-science-weekly/
https://www.funkidslive.com/podcast/the-fun-kids-science-weekly/


I can use digital 

technologies to search, 

access and retrieve 

information and am aware 

that not all of this 

information is credible TCH 

2-02a 

 

Typing skills  

Learn some cyber security skills, (and improve your typing skills 

at the same time) by ‘Defending the hospital’ 

https://cs4.cyberskillsl

esson.com/?pk_vid=f0

91f02fdb6cd5fd15856

55242bd1001 

I can use digital 

technologies to search, 

access and retrieve 

information and am aware 

that not all of this 

information is credible TCH 

2-02a  

“How to Steal a Pizza” online Cyber Skills lesson  

 

https://www.cyberskill

slesson.com/lesson5/ 

 

I can recognise basic 

properties and uses for a 

variety of materials and 

can discuss which ones are 

most suitable for a given 

task TCH 2-10a  

Create a marble run  Instructions  

Various  JDF STEM challenge cards  Here  

 

 

https://cs4.cyberskillslesson.com/?pk_vid=f091f02fdb6cd5fd1585655242bd1001
https://cs4.cyberskillslesson.com/?pk_vid=f091f02fdb6cd5fd1585655242bd1001
https://cs4.cyberskillslesson.com/?pk_vid=f091f02fdb6cd5fd1585655242bd1001
https://cs4.cyberskillslesson.com/?pk_vid=f091f02fdb6cd5fd1585655242bd1001
https://www.cyberskillslesson.com/lesson5/
https://www.cyberskillslesson.com/lesson5/
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EQKlYLOojClMoYXpika-tCYBo99vx0Mq9MKZUiCztSdcZQ?e=rPPC0Q
https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/gw17cowesamantha_glow_sch_uk/EaJ3TcgBUVNLva8ir2UsewYB38WNAXKjrlw2sv5w45H87A?e=x9DpzL

